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In this paper we prove that conditional expectations are continuous in L, for 
1gpi m with respect to the usual convergence of u-fields. 
The concept of conditional expectation with respect to a a-field underlies 
much of modern probability. Since a conditional expectation E{f, 6Y} depends 
on two “variables,” natural questions to ask are the following: 
(a) If (fn} is a sequence of functions in 1,1 which converges to f a.e., when 
will E{f, , GZ} converge to E(f, CYj ? 
(b) If (&,} is a sequence of u-fields converging in some sense, will E{f, &,j 
converge ? 
(c) Iffin + f a.e. and G&, + GZ in some sense, will E{f,?$ ,6&} converge to 
Eif, al? 
For case (a), several answers are known, for instance, the dominated conver- 
gence theorem is true for conditional expectations [I]. 
For cases (b) and (c), answers arc known if the sequence {&J is increasing 
(decreasing). In this case, i.e., if G&, C 6& , G? = V,“=, 6Yn (6&+, C 6& , 
GY = fiT=‘=, 6Y,J, then Elf, C&}-j Elf, @I a.e. and iffn, -+f inLp, then E{fin. &} + 
E{f, a} in L” for 1 < p < CO. All of these theorems are known as the martingale 
convergence theorems [l, 2,4]. 
The purpose of this paper is to show that if {/SC,> is a sequence of u-fields such 
that CZ = Vz==, fizzn O& = flz=‘=, V,“=,% CZVL, then E(f, G’J converges to 
E(f, GY) in measure and also E{f, CQ} converges to E(f, a} in LI’ if f EI,” and 
p 3 1. But E(f, G&j does not necessarily converge in Lm for f E L;*. 
There remains the question of whether or not Elf, G&} converges to E{f, GT} 
almost everywhere, but the answer to this seems not to be known yet. 
In what follows we freely use the well-known elementary properties of 
conditional expectations as well as the martingale convergence theorems. 
1. PROPOSITION. Let ~2 be a set, F a a-field of subsets of Q, O? CF a 
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sub-m-field of F, and TV a probability measure on F. Then, if f E LB(p), p > 1: 
(-wfl, ml* < E{lf ID, a> a-e- and II {Ef, bill, 4 Ilf IL . 
InIElf.n:lC~il?EIfl,n}d~ =~Qlf!dCL. (2) 
Since Jensen’s inequality is valid for conditional expectations [2, p. 331, we have 
for convex functions 4: 
4(E6f, @I) < EC+ of, a> a.e. 
Let $(t) = = t”, 0 < t < co, then 4 is convex and we get 
(Wf I, @IF’ < Eil f 19, a} ax. (3) 
Hence by (1) and (3) 
II @f> @I; =: j-, I E(f, QW 4 < s, (@I f I, W’d,u 
~~~~~lfl”~~~~~=~~Ifl~~~=Ilfll~~ Q.E.D. 
2. COROLLARY. If &? is a sub-a-$eld of r2, then 
II E(f, W, < II E(f, @II, . 
Proof. II E{f, WI, = II W{f> @I, @II, 6 II E{f, @III, . Q.E.D. 
3. THEOREM. Let .Q be a set, F be a a-field of subsets of l2; 0, {Oln}~~l be a 
family of sub-a-jields of F such that vz=‘=, nz=,, G&, = nz=;, vzin ol, = 0 
and let p be a probability measure on F. Then E{f, &} converges to Elf, oc> in 
measure for every f EL+). 
Proof. For p = 1 we know that 
: Wf, @>I d Wf I, @I a.e.; (1) 
therefore, 
Proof. Let 23% = flz=, &,, and %‘,, = vz=;, O&,, . It is obvious that for 
n = 1, 2,... 
%z c f&+1 ? VTlcJ gn+1, and s,caTncvn. 
Then by the martingale convergence theorems we have 
E{f, 23%) converges to E{f, Ol} in LQ), 
E(f, U,} converges to E{f, Ol} in L+). 
(4) 
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Let E > 0. By (4) there is an N such that for n > N 
Hence, if C E an with n > N, using the fact that O& C V, we get 
Let C, = {w: E{f, B,}(w) - E(f, &}(w) > c}. Since Z$, C &, , it follows that 
C,EgC,.By(5),ifn > N 
Hence, 
P(G) < 4. (6) 
Similarly, if D, = {w: E{f, Bn}(w) - E{f, &J(w) > 6) and 71 > N we get 
P(W -=c $7.. (7) 
By (6) and (7) for n > N, 
&J: I Eif, %.I(~) - Elf> @J(w)1 > 4 < E. 
This means that the sequence (E{f, s,} - Elf, &}) converges to 0 in measure. 
But we know by the martingale convergence theorems that Elf, S,} +a.e. Elf, ac> 
and hence E{f, a%} converges to E(f, G!} in measure. Q.E.D. 
4. THEOREM. Let F, Q, GY, CZ,, 8, , %,, , p be as in Theorem 3. Then if 
f E LP(p) (p > I), itfollows that E{f, 6&} converges to E{f, @) in LP(p). 
Proof. As we know by the martingale convergence theorems, Elf, S,> 
converges to E{f, a} in LB(p) and Elf, U,} converges to Elf, ac> in L+). Hence, 
it is also true that 
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But by Corollary 2 we have 
and this together with (8) yields 
(9) 
By a well-known result [3, p. 2091, we know 
if llfn /ID -+ lifil, and iff,, --f f in measure then fn converges to f in U’(p). (10) 
Since U(p) C G(p) it follows from Theorem 3, (9) and (10) that E{ f, &} 
converges to E{f, a} in U’(p). Q.E.D. 
5. COROLLARY. Let F, Q, Q!, 6?& , B3,, S?,,, p be as in Theorem 4 and let 
{fvJ be a sequence in Lp(p) (p > 1) converging to f in LP(p) . Then E{f,,, , &,} 
convwges to E{f, Cl?} in LP(p) and consequently E{f,,, , GQ converges in measure 
to E{f, a> iffF,i converges to f in L+). 
Proof. Since the Minkowsky inequality is valid for conditional expectations 
[4, p. 3481 and using Proposition 1 and Theorem 4 we get 
Theorem 4 fails for p = CO, even if {&} is an increasing sequence. Here we prove 
this by means of an example. 
Let GY be the a-field of Lebesgue sets of the interval [0, 1) and let p be the 
Lebesgue measure. Let G& be the a-field generated by ([0, l/2”), [1/2n, 2/2”),..., 
[(2% - 1)/2n, 1)). Then &, C &+, , n = I,2 ,... and v,“=,& = 6% Let 
E E 6Y be such that for every subinterval Z of [0, 1) 0 < p(E n I) < p(Z). 
The existence of this set is seen in [5]. Let f be the characteristic function of E. 
It follows that 
where x1 is the characteristic function of Z. We show that for every n 
(1 E{f, 6$$) -f Ilrn 2 4. For s in the interval [0, l/2”) 
E{f, &J(s) = 2% (E n [O, $), 
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and 
f(s) = 1, 
= 0, SEEKS 0,; = B. [ i 
Therefore, either on A or on B / E{f, &J(s) -f(s)] > 4. But both p(A) > 0 
and p(B) > 0 and we conclude that Iif - E{f, G&$1, > 4. 
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